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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Physical Problem 
Consider a wet porous medium, for instance a water saturated soil, 
which is freezing artificially or naturally. The isotherm 0°C called the frost 
line, separates the frozen and unfrozen zones (Fig. 1 ), It is a free surface 
which depends on time. 
On the frost line, phenomena linked to capillarity induce a depression: 
the cryogenic suction [ 18,231. It causes water movements toward the frost 
line. The sucked-in water freezes on the frost line and heaves the soil up to 
a couple of decimeters; the measured values in France reach a couple of 
centimeters [27]. The measured frost heaves are of an order of magnitude 
larger than those that result from the variation of the water density. During 
the thaw, the melted water induces a large decrease of the bearing capacity 
of the soil [18]. This phenomenon has some technical importance, e.g., 
road construction and maintenance (barrieres de d&gel, in France), 
liquefied gas storage, artificial soil freezing for civil engineering, construc- 
tion of gaspipes (for instance, in permafrost regions), freezing of food stuff, 
and so on. 
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FIG. 1. A freezing water saturated soil 
There are many models describing the thermal aspect of soil freezing 
[4, 9, 18,211 (and the bibliographies of those papers). There are few 
models describing both thermal and hydraulic aspects [ 1,201. The thermal 
models are Stefan problems widely studied by mathematicians [2, 6-8, 10, 
14, 15, 17, 22, 241 (and the bibliographies of those papers). As far as we 
know there is only one mathematical paper on the thermal and hydraulic 
models [2] where particular cases are investigated. There exists numerical 
applications of this model [ 18). 
1.2. The Main Physical Asumptions and Plan of the Paper 
Our aim is to built a model taking into account the thermal and 
hydraulic aspects. 
We assume that the porous medium contains three phases: the frozen 
water, the unfrozen water and the skeleton. Following the classical theory 
of porous media we define at each point x of the domain Q occupied by the 
porous medium the average values: temperature, liquid water content, head 
of water, etc. We assume that the heat exchanges between the different 
phases, water, ice and skeleton, are instantaneous. Then they are at the 
same temperature 8. We neglect the mechanical effects (stresses). Hence it 
is natural to assume that the porosity E is constant. 
The heat is transported in the porous medium by conduction, diffusion 
of the water and convection of the skeleton. We assume that the different 
types of heat transport are listed in decreasing order of magnitude. In the 
energy conservation equation we take into account the first of those trans- 
port terms which is not zero. On the frost line we take into account both 
conduction and diffusion terms. Indeed, the latent heat of the diffused 
water through the porous medium is important. This heat transported by 
water diffusion is one of the main aspects of soil freezing. As was mentioned 
before, frost heave is caused mainly by cryogenic suction; we neglect the 
density variation between ice and water. 
A physical description of unsaturated soils can be found in [25, 261. 
Let us briefly sketch the contents of this paper. In Section 2 the physical 
equations are described. We emphasize the clouds or mushy regions, i.e., 
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on regions where water and ice coexist at the phase change temperature 
0°C. We give in Chapter 3 the main existence theorems for the 
mathematical problems deriving from the physical equations. 
2. THE PHYSICAL MODEL 
2.1. The Clouds (Zones at the Phase Change Temperature, 0” C) 
In some cases, there can exist non-zero volume zones where the tem- 
perature is 0°C. There exist in those zones mixtures of water and ice. These 
clouds or mushy regions have already been mentioned [l, 161. The 
physical state of the cloud is defined by the massic water content p 
(0 <p < 1; if p = 0 there is only ice, if p = 1 there is only water and if 
0 < p < 1 there is a mixture of water and ice). 
At any time t of the time interval [0, T]( T < + cc) of the phenomenon 
we consider, the domain Q is divided into three parts: Q,(t), the unfrozen 
part, where the temperature 0 is strictly positive, Q,(t), the frozen part, 
where the temperature is strictly negative, Q,(t), the cloud, where the tem- 
perature is zero. The three parts are separated by the frost lines. 
In the following, the subscript i will refer to various quantities defined in 
Q,(t). The subscripts w and s will refer to the water and the skeleton of the 
porous medium, respectively. 
If it is necessary to make the difference between liquid water and solid 
water, we will use the subscripts wl and ws. 
2.2. The physical laws 
The energy and mass conservation laws [19], the constitutive laws, are 
the basic equations. We use the mass conservation of the water (frozen and 
unfrozen), the mass conservation of the skeleton, the energy conservation 
of the water (frozen and unfrozen) and skeleton. 
2.2.1. The Conservation Laws. 2.2.1-a. Global equations. Let p’” be the 
volumic mass of the water and p the massic water content. The mass con- 
servation water law is 
Epwpd9+; 5 
&PW(l -p)dcs=O, (1) 
D 
This relation is for any domain which, starting from the time t, follows 
the material particles of unfrozen water for the first term and the material 
particles of the frozen water for the second. The derivative d/dt is the 
material derivative. 
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The skeleton mass conservation law is 
v9, f j (1 -&)/Y&9=0, 
9 
The derivative djdt is the material derivative. 
Let e”“, e”‘, es be the specific energies of the liquid water, solid water and 
skeleton, p’ the volumic mass of the skeleton, Y a possible volumic rate of 
heat production (chemical reaction, Joule effect) and q the heat flux vector. 
The energy conservation law is 
(3) 
The derivative didt is the material derivative. 
2.2.1.b. Local equations outside the frostline. Let U”’ the velocity of the 
liquid water. The equation (1) yields 
& (8~~‘) +div(sp”U”“) = 0. (4) 
Set p = sp”‘ + (1 -E) p’ and define the specific energy of the porous 
medium 
e=t [sp”(pe”‘+(l--p)e”“)+(l--s)p3e”]. 
In a,(t) and Q,(t) we obtain from (l), (2) and (3) 
Let us investigate the equations in Q,(t). Let us consider the constitutive 
laws which are given in the following subsection and note that q = 0 and 
the energies e”, e”‘, e”” are constant in the cloud. The quantity eWr - e”” is 
the specific latent heat of fusion of the water: 1”. Multiply (1) by ews and 
substract to (3) 
Epw(ew’ -e”.‘)pdg+$j 
9 
(1 -E)psesd9=~Q rd9. (6) 
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This relation gives by using (2): 
1” i (EP”‘P) + div(sp”l”$Jwr”‘) =r, (7) 
2.2.1.~. Local equations on the frost lines. On the frost line between two 
parts Q;(t), the energy is discontinuous. Let W be the velocity of this line, 
U”” the velocity of the ice and U” the velocity of the skeleton. Set 
V”’ = U”’ - w, V”” = U”” - w, V”=U”-w, 
the relative velocities of the liquid water, ice and skeleton with respect to 
the line whose a unit normal vector is N. The conservation of the energy 
(3) gives 
[&pw(~e”‘V”‘+(1-~)e”“V”“)+(1-&)p”e”V”].N+[q].N=0. (8) 
By using the skeleton mass conservation equation [ (1 - E) p”V”] . N = 0 
and the continuity of es on the frost line, we have 
[ (1 - E) psesVs] * N = 0. 
The mass conservation equation (1) gives 
[~p~(pV”“+ (1 - p) VW”)] .N = 0, (9) 
Multiplying (9) by ews and substracting to (8) we obtain 
E~‘“I”[JJ~‘] . N - ~p”l”[p] W . N + [q] . N = 0. (10) 
The first term of this relation is a heat transported by diffusion of-the 
water. It cannot be neglected because the latent heat I” is large, as we have 
previously mentioned. 
Notes. 1. To write these equations we have not assumed that the 
velocities of the ice and skeleton were equal to zero. 
2. We have assumed the continuity of the energy of the skeleton on 
the frost line, i.e., there is no phase change in the skeleton. 
3. Sometimes the notion of bonded water is introduced [18]. In this 
case the energy es is discontinuous on the frost line and the equation (8) is 
written by using the mass conservation equation of the skeleton: 
ap”P[,uU~‘] * N + (1 - E) ps[esU3] . N 
[Epw(pe”‘+ (1 - p) ews +(l -E)pSeS] W.N+ [q]*N=O. (11) 
The second term represents a latent heat transported by convection by 
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the skeleton. As a consequence of our assumption, we neglect it. Hence the 
equation (11) has the same structure than the equation (10). 
In the same way, we have assumed that the energy es was constant in the 
cloud. It varies if we assume that there is bonded water. The equation (7) is 
replaced by 
i (P’EP~~ +(1 -E) @es) + div(~~WP’~UW’) 
+ div( (I- E) pSeSU”) = r. (12) 
The last term represents a heat transported by convection. As a con- 
sequence of our assumptions, it is neglected. Hence the equation (12) has 
the same structure than the equation (7). Neglecting the heat transported 
by convection is equivalent to neglecting the mass of liquid water transpor- 
ted by convection of the skeleton with respect o the water transported by 
diffusion. And it is equivalent to neglecting the term grad( (1 -E) p’e’) . U” 
if we take into account the skeleton mass conservation equation (2). 
2.2.2. The Constitutive Luws. Let us define first the specific energy e as 
a function of 19 and p. We have already given in the previous subsection its 
expression at the phase change temperature 0°C. 
e=i(sp”(pe”‘+(l-~)e”‘)+(l--c)p’e”) 
=f &pWIW(p- l)=I(p- 1). 
Since it is possible, let us take ew’ = e” = 0, ewJ‘ = -1” at the phase change 
temperature and define 
EP “I”’ 
I=-. 
P 
The quantity 1 is the specific latent heat of fusion of the saturated porous 
medium. 
The specific energy outside the temperature of fusion 0°C has the 
classical expression. We denote by Ci the heat capacity of the saturated 
porous medium and have 
e= Citli+l(pi-- l), (13) 
with~=Oif0<O,~=lif~~OandO~~Llif~=0. 
Notes. 1. If we suppose that there exists bonded water, we define the 
specific energy by assuming that the proportions of unbounded and bon- 
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ded water are the same: p. The expression (13) is still valid but 1 is more 
equal to .spWIW/p. 
With these assumptions the equations (7) and (10) describe both the 
situations where there is bounded water and where there is no bonded 
water. Of course the signification of the coefficient is different. 
2. We do not use the equations of conservation of the mass of 
frozen water in Q,(t) and on the frost line. They give a posteriori div U”’ 
and T-J”‘. N on the frost line. These two figures allow estimation of the 
frost’s heaving, i.e., the variation of the volume of the soil. This a posterior 
computation is classical [ 18, 251. 
The other constitutive laws are: 
-the Fourier’s law for the heat conduction 
qi = -& grad Bi, (14) 
where 2, is the thermal conductivity; 
-the Darcy’s law for the water diffusion 
U”” - Us = - m grad h, W (15) 
where m is the mobility and h the head of water. We assume here that the 
Darcy law is valid in clouds. 
2.3. The Equations of the Problem 
They are derived from the preceding relations (4), (5), (7), (lo), (13), 
(14), (15) and the assumptions of the subsection 1.2. 
In B,(t), QJt) we obtain the classical heat equation. In Q,(t) wehave 
(16) 
The heat transported by conduction is equal to zero. The heat transported 
by diffusion of the water is not equal to zero. As a consequence of our 
assumptions, we keep it and we neglect the heat transported by convection 
of the skeleton. It is the last term of the equation (16) and it is also equal 
to .sp”l” grad p. U” by using the mass conservation equation of the 
skeleton div U” = 0. One can again note that neglecting the heat transpor- 
ted by convection is equivalent to neglecting the mass of water transported 
by convection with respect o the water transported by diffusion. One can 
remark that the equation (16) divided by 1” is the liquid water mass con- 
servation equation in the cloud Q,(t). This is natural because the mass and 
the energy are proportional in Q,(t), I” being the coefficient of porpor- 
tionality. 
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The unknown functions 13(x, t), h(x, t) and ~(x, t) of the point x E Q and 
the time t E [0, T] verify: 
in Q,(t) p1= 1, pc, $-A* de, =r, -m Ah, =o, (17) 
in Q,(t) 112=0, PC, gQ,A&+, (18) 
in Q3(f) o<!+< 1, e,=o, pz $ - p’“‘Z”(m Ah) = Y. (19) 
On the frost line between Qi(t) and Qi(t) the temperature is 0°C 
ei = 8, = 0. (20) 
The equation (10) gives the following transmission conditions. To obtain 
them, we have neglected, following our assumptions, the heat EP~P’[~U”] 
transported by convection (it derives from the Darcy’s law) with respect o 
the heat transported by conduction and diffusion of water. 
We have on the frost line which separates 
Q,(f) and Q,(t), 
(p”l”mgradh,+L, grad8,-&grado,).N= -pl(W.N); 
Q,(t) and Q,(t), 
(p”‘l”m(gradh,-gradh,)+A, grado,).N= -pl(l -p3)(W.N); 
Q,(t) and Q,(t), 
( -p”‘Z”m grad h3 + A2 grad e,). N = p&(W. N). (21) 
There can also exist discontinuity of the energy e inside Q,(t). On the 
discontinuity lines the energy conservation law is by (10) 
[p”l’“‘m grad h,] . N = - pr[p](W. N). (22) 
Thoses lines do not move (V . N = 0) if grad h, is continuous [ 161. 
Notes. 1. To obtain the equations (19) and (21), (22) when there is 
bonded water, we neglect, following our assumptions, the heat transported 
by convection. 
2. The assumptions which have given the equations in the cloud are 
expressed in energy terms. They can also, as we have seen, be expressed in 
mass terms. 
3. The equations (20) to (22) emphasize the difficulty of defining the 
frost line, although it seems in a first approach simple and natural. The 
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elements which will later appear to be convenient for the description of the 
problem are the sets where the equations of diffusion of the water and the 
heat equation are valid (see subsection 2.4.2). 
One must add a boundary condition to describe the cryogenic suction. 
We assume, as in [l, 2,251 that the cryogenic suction d (d> 0) with 
respect to a reference head of water is known on the frost lines between 
Q,(t) and the other part Q,(t) 
h,= -d. (23) 
Hence the cryogenic suction is a physical caracteristic of the structure. 
The head of water is not defined in the frozen part; we define it by 
h,= -d in Q,(t). 
The head of water is then, like the temperature, continuous on the frost 
lines. This definition is also compatible with the extension of the relation 
-m Ah = 0 to Q2( t). 
It remains to give the boundary and initial conditions. We suppose that 
the boundary r is divided into three parts, f +, r” and rP, where we have: 
on P, which is in practice unfrozen, 
li 2 + cc(l,Oi- U) = 0, m$+b(mh+md-R)=O, 
with U > 0 and B > 0. (24) 
on r”, which is adiabatic and watertight, 
-=L= ) a0, ah. o 
an an (25) 
on r-, which is in practice frozen 
ii~+a(iiHi-u)=O, with U < 0, h = -d. (26) 
We assume also that the measure of r’ = P u rP is not zero. The 
measure of P can be zero. 
Note. The condition (26) is compatible with the fact that rP is in prac- 
tice frozen, i.e., h is equal to -d in its neighborhood. We will see later the 
Dirichlet boundary conditions (Theorem 3) on I+ and r-, obtained by 
letting c1 and B tend to infinity. The parts P and rP are actually unfrozen 
and frozen and h 2 -d on P, h = -d on r- . 
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The initial condition is 
e(x, 0) = e,(x). (27) 
Let us note that knowing e is equivalent to knowing 0 and p. 
The unknowns of the problem are e(x, t) and h(x, t) or 0(x, t), ~(x, t) 
and h(x, t). The data are E, m, 1, I’, ii, Ci, p, p’, c(, p, Y, 12, n, e,, Tf, r” 
and rP. The equations are the equations (17) to (27). 
To simplify we define more convenient notations: 
u=A,e+ -&O-, H=m(h+d), , b-_pci 
2, ’ 
f= pl, f= p”‘l”‘, 
E(u,p)=b,u+ -b,u- +L(p- I), 
with p=l if u>O, p=O if u<O and O<p<l if u=O, where 
u+ =Sup(O, U} and U- =Sup{O, -u}. 
The equations are then 
E=b,u+-b,up+t(p-l)), (28) 
in Q,(t); 
E> 0, -AH=O, (29) 
in Q,(t); 
E< -r, $-Au=r, H=O, (30) 
in Q,(t); 
u = 0, -I< EGO, g-idH=r. (31) 
On the frost lines, we have u1 = u2 = u3 = 0 and the transmission conditions 
between 
(gradu,-gradu,+TgradH,).N= -(E,-E,)(W*N), 
Q,(t) and Q,(t), 
(gradu,+I^gradH,-fgradH,).N= -(El-E,)(W.N), 
Q,(f) and Q,(t), 
(grad u2 - T grad H3). N = -(& - E3)(W. N), (32) 
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on any line of discontinuity of Q,(t) 
[fgradH]*N= [E](W*N). (33) 
The boundary and initial conditions are 
au 
~+Ct(U--ii)=0 on P; g+j?(H-R)=O on r+; H=lj on P, 
with 
zilr+ >o, Rlr+ >o, iilr- <o, RI,- =o, 
au aH -=-= 
an an 0 on P, (34) 
E(x, 0) = E,(x). (35) 
The unknowns of the problem are the functions E, U, p and H that we 
want to compute. The data are bI, b,, 4 t u, /I, r, ii, E, E,, P, r- and P. 
The physical constants of the porous medium, b,, bz, [ t a, /? that we 
assume, to simplify, to be independent of x and t, are strictly positive. 
2.4. Variational Formulation of the Problem 
The equations (28) to (35) are formally equivalent to the following 
variational formulation, whose precise mathematical expression is given in 
subsection 4.2. 
2.4.1. Notations. Let there 
set: 
be q(x) and Ii/(x) two smooth functions; we 
Id =(JQ 102dQ)l’*, 
al(rp,~)=Jngradcpgrad(I,d~+r! cp$dr, I-* 
a2(cpy ti) = JQ grad cp grad $ tit-2 + PJr+ cpll/ dr, 
a(cp, ti) = 1 grad cp grad $ Q, sa 
409/108/2-6 
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We define also 
e = Q x IO, n, .z+ = r+ x 10, 7-c, c- = r- x 10, T[, 
C’ = r+ u r- x 10, 2-C. 
2.4.2. Variatonal Formulation of the Problems. The physical equations 
which have given the equations (28) to (35) use the unknown sets G,(t), 
Q,(t) and Q,(t) separated by the frost lines. We have already mentioned 
that this attractive description for a simple physical situation can be very 
intricate. The variational formulation we give below uses sets different from 
but close to Qi = Qi(t) x 10, T[. Those sets are not defined with the tem- 
perature 8 like the Qi but with the water content p. It seems more con- 
venient to use p because there is a phase change only when p varies (there 
can exist a phase change with 8 = 0 in a cloud). One can also note that 
knowing the temperature 0 is not sufficient to know if there is a phase 
change. 
More precisely we want to find two open sets Q + and Q- of Q (their 
complementary set P= C Q + and F- = C Q- ) and three functions u(x, t), 
~(x, t) and H(x, t) which verify the equations 
~uppu+cF+csuppu+uZuN+, uIQ-GO, (36) 
suppu-cF-csuppu-uZuN-, uIQ+>O, (37) 
where N+, N- are two zero measure sets and Z is the set of the points 
where u is zero Z = {(x, t) E Q; u(x, t) = O> (supp cp means the support of 
the function cp). 
The set F- (or F+) is then up to a zero measure set the union of the 
parts where u is strictly negative (or positive) and a part where u is zero. 
The function is equal to zero outside F+ u F- (Fig. 2). 
Notes. 1. We have Q2cQ- and Q2cF- (or QicQ+ and Q,cF+). 
The strictly unfrozen Q, (or frozen Q2) part (the interior of supp u + ) is 
contained in Q - and F- (or Q + and F+ ). The cloud Q3 is divided among 
Q+, Q- and Q’=C(F+uF-), where u=O. 
2. The intersections Q+ n QP and F+ n Fp can be non-empty. 
In the unfrozen part Q+, the water content is equal to 1: 
/~lQ+=l. (38) 
There can exist (in Q+) zones where the temperature is 0°C and where the 
water is only liquid. This is the case in Q+ n Q-. In this part there can be 
no phase change. 
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FIG. 2. The parts Q,, Q2, Q3, Q+, Q- and the values of the water content p. The lines are 
the limits of Q+ and Q-. 
The water content ,U is zero where the structure is frozen 
0 
p 1 supp u- =o. (39) 
The zone where p is between 0 and 1 is in the part F-, where u = 0, which 
contains F+ n F-. In this part there can be a phase change. 
As we have said, one can note that the parts Q+ and Q- are linked to 
the water content and not to the temperature. 
Let us now consider the equations for u, ,u and H. Let cp be a smooth 
function defined in Q whose support is in Q+. By multiplying the last 
equation of (29) by rp, integrating over Q and using the boundary con- 
ditions we obtain 
By multiplying the last equation of (29) by f and adding the preceding 
one, we obtain in Q,(r) 
$-Au-iAH=r, (41) 
The same equation is valid in Q,(t) because grad H = 0 and in s,(t) 
because u = 0 and (31). Let us multiply this equation by a smooth function 
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$ defined on Q and such that $(T) =0 and integrate over Q. By 
integrating by parts with respect o x and t and using the transmission con- 
ditions (32) and (33) and the boundary and initial conditions (34) and 
(35), we get [lo, 221: 
LT{-( E2 +u,(~,i)+h2(H,~)}dt=l:YO)a+(E,,~(O)). 3dt) (42) 
To perform this calculation we have assumed as it is the case in practice 
that r- is a part of the boundary of 0,(t). 
We represent he condition H = 0 in the support of U- by letting 
supp(grad H) c [ zP, HII-=O. (43) 
This means that the condition H = 0 in the frozen zone is replaced by 
grad H = 0. This condition may appear more relevant from a physical point 
of view because if we suppose there is water in the frozen zone (as shown 
by experience [13, 303) this means that this water does not move. In the 
frozen zones which are in contact with r- where H = 0, grad H = 0. For 
the frozen zones which are inside Q we only get grad H = 0. The head of 
water can be a function of t. We note that as far as we know no experimen- 
tal result are available on this situation. The condition grad H = 0, which 
implies that the water does not move, seems reasonable. 
Note. The set Q+ in this formulation replaces the sets Q’, Q” and Q”. 
In Q+ the water diffusion equation is valid, the temperature is positive and 
there is no phase change. The complementary set F- of Q+ is the zone 
where phase change may occur, but only where the temperature is zero 
(39). 
2.4.3. Definitions, Functional Spaces, The Problem. Let us define several 
sets of functions: Let 0 be an open set of & and cp and $ test functions; we 
set 
9(O)= {‘p IcP~cw); cp I c- =o; ~~PPw~q 
%(O)= {‘p I cp E c-m; SUPP(cp)~ 6; cp I C’ =q, 
V(0) = g(0) for the topology of L*(O, T; H’(Q)), 
VO(0) = g,,(0) for the topology of L2(0, T; H’(O)) 
W= $ I $EL*(O, T; HI(Q)); CELL; $(T)=O}, 
{ 
We shall use the following lemma [27, 281. 
LEMMA 1. Let 0 be an open set and 0” a sequence of open sets of 0 such 
that 0, tends to 8 in the Hausdorff topology; we get then: 
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The problem is to find the function U, p, H which verify the equation 
(36) to (43). 
The precise results are given in the following chapter. 
3. MATHEMATICAL RESULTS 
We give an existence theorem (Theorem 1) for the above problem, a 
maximum principle for the head of water (Theorem 2) and an existence 
theorem for the Dirichlet boundary conditions (Theorem 3). This last 
theorem describes the physical problem in which the temperature and the 
head of water are known on the boundaries. 
THEOREM 1. We suppose that E,EL*(!S); MEL*, ii and REL*(C*); 
RlZ-=o. 
There exists then open sets of Q, Q +, Q - (F+ = CQ - and F- = C Q + ) 
and three functions u, H and ~1 which verify 
I 
u, HE L*(O, T; H’(S2)), u E L”(0, T; P(Q)), PEL'='(Q), 
0 
O<:cLl, p/Q+=l,&&=O, 
supp U - cF-csuppu-vZVN-, u I Q- GO, 
suppu+cF+csuppu+uZuN+, ulQ+aO, 
where Z = {(x, t) E Q 1 u(x, t) =0} and N+ and N- two sets of zero 
measures 
gradHIs=-=O, H/C-=0, 
II 
‘@E UQ+,, jTa2(H,~)df=STL2(4)df 
0 0 
+ a,(~, +) + &(H, $) dt 
= ,r -W$) dt + (Eov $(O)) 5 
with E(u,p)=b,u+-b2u-+T(p-1). 
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THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 and in addition A >/ 0, 
H >, 0 almost everywhere in Q. 
This theorem means that the head of water takes its lowest value on the 
freezing front (we know that H = m(h + d) = 0 on this front). The freezing 
front is a well and the water is sucked toward the frozen zone. This is the 
main aspect of soil freezing. The equations of the problem allow the freez- 
ing front to be a source of water, which is completely impossible from a 
physical point of view. This result is necessary for the model to be 
physically relevant. Of course the above assumptions are always verified in 
practice. 
THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 and if there exist 8, q 
and a number y > 0 such that 
d E P(O, T; H’(Q)), $e L*(Q), q E L”(Q); grad q E L”(Q), 
and ZY llqll L”(Q) and j/grad q\lLmCQ, are not too large (they are bounded by a 
constant c which depends upon the other known quantities), then the con- 
ditions I of Theorem 1 are valid and 
HIC’=& UIC+=U, 
vvc v,(Q+), I T a(H, cp)dt=O, 0 
w E wo, +a(u,ICI)+ih(H,II/) 
= CEO, MO)) + joT R($) dt. 
Note. Giving the temperature ii on E+ and Z- is equivalent to giving 
the energy 6 on C+ and C-. 
There is for the Dirichlet boundary conditions a theorem similar to 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, we get H >O almost 
everywhere in Q. 
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3.1. Proof of Theorem 1 
To prove Theorem 1, we regularize the energy and penalize the condition 
grad H= 0, where u is negative. The penalization and regularization are 
not independent in order to obtain a priori estimates for the temperature. 
There are two parts in the proof. The lirst one is the resolution of the 
regularized penalized equations. The second one is the limit process. 
We use the following functions: 
(4 p,, no N*, a C2-regularization of the symmetric of the Heaviside 
function (Fig. 3). 
@I N,(y) = Inf( 1, n j”y p,(x) dx}. 
(c) M, a C2-regularization of N,, as shown on Fig. (3). We define y, 
by 1 = J:” P,(x) dx. The function M, is equal to N outside of l-y, - l/n’, 
- y, + l/n’[. It is clear that the points A, and B, tend to zero when n -+ cc 
(Fig. 3). 
(d) E, an approximation of the energy, 
En(u) = b,(u) - fM,(u) 
where b,(u) is a C2 function which converges to 6, u + - b,u- and such 
that inf(b,, bZ) 6 db,/dy < sup(b,, b2). We suppose that b,(u) = 
b,u+ - b,u- outside of [-l/n, l/n]. 
The following lemma is straightforward. 
LEMMA 2. The function M, verzj?es 
O<M,<l, 
lim M,(x) = 0 zy x 3 0, lim M,(x) = 1 zj-x-co, 
n+m n-03 
M:,dO and IMnI <nP,. 
FIG. 3. The functions P,, N, and M,. 
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The function E, verifies 
(En(x) - E,(Y))(X - Y) 2 c(x - Y12 
where the constant c does not depend on n (the E, function is unzformly 
monotone). 
For x d [r, -i-- ~1, y > 0, and for n large enough we have E,(x) = E(x). 
3.2. Definition and Resolution of an Approximated Problem 
The approximated problem is the following: 
Find u, and H, in L’(O, T; H’(Q)) such that E,,(u,) E L’(Q), VCJI E W, 
ior {-(EnW~) + adun, cp) + b(Hn, cp) dt 
= (R do)) + joT u(cp) 4 (1) 
with E,(u,(O)) = E,, 
Vq E L2(0, T; H’(Q)) 
s oT {a2(Hn, cp) + n2(P3uJ grad fL grad d> dt
+n* j- 
z- 
H,cp dZ=[r L,(q) dt. 
0 
PROPOSITION 1. If the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold, there exist 
solutions of the approximate problem, u, and H,,, which verify 
II%lll L2(O,T,H+2)) N 7 <c IEn(4Jl LyO,T;LqR)) G CT 
IIfLll L2(o,T,Hl(n)) Gc, n Mu,) grad KIL2(Q) cc, n IKLw) G c, (3) 
where c is a constant which does not depend on n. 
Proof: We use a Galerkin’s method. Let V,,, be an increasing sequence 
of finite dimension subspaces dense in H’(Q). Let u,, H,, E, be solutions 
to 
Em E V,,z, H, E Vm, u, = E;l(&z), 
+ alturn, cp) + b(H,, cp) = u(cp) (4) 
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E,(O)=Eo, which tends to I? in L*(Q), 
a2Wm, d + n2(P,2(u,) grad fL, grad d 
+ n* Jr- Hmcp dr= L,(cp). (5) 
We can prove that these solutions exist. Let us prove now a priori 
estimates. Let cp = E,,(u,) in (4) and cp = H,,, in (5); we get: 
J-l ; f; I&zl*d~+~,(~,, Em) + h2(Hm, Em) dt = j-i cY(E,,J dz 
JOT {+Wm, H,J + n’(P3~) grad H,,,, grad HA} dt + n* Jze fC, dz 
J 
T 
= L,(Hm) dt- 
0 
The second equation gives a priori estimates for H,, 
IIH, II L*(O,T;H'(Q)) < C, 
* I&&J grad &I L2cQj Gc and n WmLqz-) G c. 
Using Lemma 2 and the expression of E,, we get: 
a~(&, &) = a~(%,, J%(G)) 3 ca,(u,, u,) - f(M,(u,) grad u,, grad u,) 
and 
a2(Hm9 E,(G)) d ca2(H,, u,) + I J(MXu,,,) grad H,,,, grad u,)l 
d cedHm9 G) + I~~,(~,) grad H,I Igrad 4 
+c J IH,nI dT. I-* 
These relations and the first equation lead to 
lEn( Lm(0,T;L2(,)) s cv bmll Lqo,r;n’(n)) G c. 
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We can also prove that (IE,IIL2C0,T:.~CQjJ <c(n), where the constant c(n) 
depends on n. 
These a priori estimates show that we can extract subsequences, till 
denoted u,, H,, E,, such that they converge to u,, H,, E, weakly in 
L2(0, T; H’(Q)). 
Let us prove that E, -+ E, strongly in L*(Q). 
Setting “zl,(t) = jb u,(z) dz and &(I) = jh H,,,(T) dz, we integrate (4) over 
(0, t): 
The a,,, function is the freezing index, which is widely used both in prac- 
tice and theory [ 14, 16, 181. 
The %!,,, and Xm functions converge to G!!n and Xn strongly in 
L*(O, T; H’(Q)). As E,6L2(0, T; H’(O)), there exists a sequence of 
function B, in L2(0, T; V,) which converges to E, strongly in 
L2(0, T; H’(Q)). Let cp = cp, = E, - I!?,,,; we get then 
En-~‘,> Em-&,J= -a,(‘%n, cp,)-~~,L%,, cp,) 
+ j; ~(%?J - (cm cp,) + UL 44. 
The right-hand side of this expression tends to 0. We get then: 
lim (E,--&,J~Q,,=O. 
m-rcc 
As E,,, tends strongly to E,, Em also tends strongly to E,. Then, we can 
extract a subsequence still denoted E,, which tends to E, almost 
everywhere in Q. As u, = E; l(E,) and as E; l is continuous, it follows that 
u, tends to u, almost everywhere (and also strongly in L*(Q)). 
Now let cp E Wn L2(0, T; VP) (p <m) in (4) and integrating over (0, T) 
we get: 
+ a,(~,, cp) + f&W,, cp) 
= (Eo,, 40)) + jT Y'(v) dt. 
0 
Let cp~L’(0, T; VP) (p <m) in (5), and integrate over (0, T): 
jr {dff,, cp) + (n’PZ(u,) grad H,, grad VP,> dt + n2 Jz- H,cp dt 
0 
I 
T 
= L*( cp) dt. 
0 
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Let m + co, we have to look carefully at the terms (E,,(u,), drp/dt) and 
(n2P2(u,) grad II,, grad cp). As u, converges to u, almost everywhere and 
as the functions P, and E,, are continuous and bounded, the functions 
Pz(um) grad cp and E,,(u,) converge strongly in L2(Q) by the dominated 
convergence theorem (Lebesgue’s theorem). This leads to equations (1) and 
(2) since WnL’(O, T; VP) and L2(0, T; VP) are dense in W and 
L2(0, TJ H’(Q)). 
Using again the Lebesgue theorem we prove that P,(u,) grad H, con- 
verges to P,(u,) grad H,, weakly in L’(Q). The norm being weakly lower 
semi-continuous we obtain the a priori estimates (3). 
Note. By letting n -+ co in (6) we get: 
Vq E L2(0, T; H’(Q)), 
(En(u,), cp) + a,(@n, cp) + ~2P% cp) = lor y(cp) do + (Eo, cp). (7) 
Now we can pass to the limit with respect to n. 
The estimates (3) show that there exist subsequences still denoted u, and 
H, which converge to u and H weakly such that H 1 Z- = 0. Let us show 
that u converges strongly in L’(Q). Let cp = u, - u in (7). We obtain by 
integrating over (0, T) 
s * (&(u,)-En(u), un-u)dt 0 
= oT { -a,(@n, s u, - u) - h2(44,, u, - u)) dt 
+ & Lf(u, - u) dt + lo= (E,(u), u, - u) dt + j-’ (E,, u,- u) dt. 
0 
The right-hand side of this expression tends to 0 as ?!Yn and X” converges 
strongly in L2(0, T; H’(0)) and as E,(u) converges strongly in L.‘(Q) 
(Lebesgue’s theorem). As we have from Lemma 2 
s 
T(En(u,)-E,(~),u,-~)dt3c Ior Iu,-u12dt, 
0 
hence u, converges strongly in L’(Q). We can extract a subsequence still 
denoted u, which converges to u almost everywhere. 
As IE,(u,,)I~~~~,~~~~~~~ B c Iu,,I ~~~,~~~z~,~~ we can choose u, such that u, 
converges to u weakly star in Lm(O, T; L’(sZ)). 
The following lemmas contain the various results of the passage to the 
limit. 
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LEMMA 3. Let 
bh, t) = inf(u,+p(x, t), 4x, t) I p 2 0) 
w,(x, t) = sup{ U n+p(X, t), 4% t) I P k O}. 
Then we obtain 
(i) v, + u, w, -+ u almost everywhere in Q, 
(ii) Vn, u,~u,+~<u<w,+~~w~, 
(iii) Vn, v,<u,<w,. 
Proof. The sequence U, converges to u almost everywhere in Q; it 
follows (i). The properties (ii) and (iii) derive from the definitions of II, and 
wn. 
LEMMA 4. Let F; = supp vi, F,’ = supp w,’ . Then we get: 
(0 Vn,f’;+,cK, Fn++,cF,+, 
(ii) Vn, supp u- cF;, suppu+ cFn+, 
(iii) F; (resp. F,‘) converges to F- = n, F; (resp. F+ = n, F,+)for 
the Hausdorff topology [ 111. 
(iv) suppu-cF-, suppu+~F+ 
(v) there exists two sets of zero measure N+ and N- such that 
F-csuppu-uZUN-, Ffcsuppu+uZuN+, where Z={(x,t)I 
u(x, t) =O}. 
Proof. The properties (i) and (ii) follow from Lemma 3. The closed sets 
F,’ and F; are compact in Q; the sequence (F,’ ) and (F; ) are compact 
sets for the Hausdorffs topology on the parts of Q [12]. From these 
sequences we extract subsequences still denoted (F,’ ) and (FL ) which con- 
verge to F+ and F-, closed subsets of Q. 
Properties (ii) and (iii) yield (iv). 
Now let us consider (x, t) E F- (resp. (x, t)c F+) then (x, t) E F; for 
every n (resp. (x, t)c FL). Hence we have u,(x, t) ~0 (resp. w,(x, t)> 0) 
and then, from Lemma 4(i), u(x, t) < 0 (resp. u(x, t) > 0) except on a zero 
measure set N- (resp. N+), which proves (v). 
Note. The union of two sets being continuous for the Hausdorffs 
topology, we get F: u F; + F+ u I;-. The properties (iv) and (v) of 
Lemma 4 prove that u = 0 on the complementary set of F+ u F-. 
Now we set 
Q; =CF,-, Q+ =CF-, 
Q, =CF,+, Q- =CF+. 
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LEMMA 5. The function H verifies. 
HIZ-=O 
vcpe VQ+,, jr aAH, cp) dt = j= L,(q) dt. 
0 0 
Proof: We already saw that H 1 Z- = 0. Let cp E V( Q + ), from Lemma 1, 
there is a sequence (Pi E V(Q,‘) such that (P,, --) cp strongly in 
L2(0, T; H’(0)). Let cp = (Pi in (2) 
JOT (~2Wny cpJ+n2(PW) grad KY grad cpJ> df=joTL2(rpn) dt. (8) 
We have 
Pi(&) lgrad H,I lgrad cp,I dx dr 
< s Q,’ Pii Igrad H,I Igrad CPA dx & 
since Pi is a decreasing function and u, 3 v,. Since v, > 0 almost 
everywhere in QT , we get P,(v,) = 0 almost everywhere in Qf. Hence from 
the above inequality, we obtain: 
n2 
s 
r (Pi(u,) grad H,, grad cp,) dt = 0. 
0 
By letting n tend to infinity in (2) and by using the properties of H,,, we 
end the proof of Lemma 5. 
From the sequence M,(u,), we can extract a subsequence still denoted 
M,(u,) and find a function A4 also denoted 1 -p such that M,(u,) --f M = 
1 -p weakly star in L”(Q) and weakly in L2(Q). We get then 
LEMMA 6. The function p ver$‘es 0 < p < 1; p = 1, almost everywhere in 
Q+, p = 0 almost everywhere in sa-. 
ProoJ: The first property follows from properties of 44, (Lemma 2). Let 
p E V(Q + ) and an associated sequence (P,, c V(QJ- ) (Lemma 1 ), we get 
1 
Q+ 
(l-p)cpdxdt=/ Mpdxdt= lim 1 M,(u,)cp,dxdt 
Q “+oO Q 
= lim I n-a, Q+ Mn(u,) (in dx dt. n 
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But 
M,(K) lqnl dx dt < j 
Q: 
M,(u,) I&l dx dt =0, 
since the function M, is decreasing, a, < u, (Lemma 3) and u, 2 0 on Qz . 
It follows that 
vcpc m?+)~ s (l-p)cpdxdt=O, PC 
which proves the second property of Lemma 6. 
Now let q be regular with support in s&-. For almost every (x, t) in 
this domain we have u(x, t) < --c1< 0 if n is large enough and then 
M,(u,(x, t)) = 1. Hence the function M,(u,) is equal to 1 almost 
A 
everywhere in supp U-, since it is bounded, then Lebesgue’s theorem 
implies 
lim s M,(u,)cpdxdt= lim M,(u,) cp dxdt= ?Z-rCC Q s 
y 
sig- 
cp dx dt. 
but since we also have 
lim s M,(u,)qdxdt= (l-p)pdxdt, n-m Q s Q 
then we get the last property of Lemma 6, p =0 almost everywhere in 
supp 2. 
LEMMA 7. We have supp(grad H) c &- 
Proof. In s&$2, the function P,(u,) converges to 1 almost 
everywhere from Lebesgue’s theorem, for every vector cp E(L’(Q))’ with 
support in s&l$?, the vector P,(u,) cp converges to cp strongly in L’(Q). 
Since grad H, converges weakly in L*(Q) we obtain: 
lim 5’ (P,(u,) cp, grad H,) dt = j7 (cp, grad H) dt. 
n-m 0 0 
The relation (3) yields: 
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Then we get 
‘NE (L*(Q))', 
A 
supp(cp) = suPP u - 9 s ’ (cp, grad H) dt = 0, 0 
and grad H = 0 almost everywhere in sm-, which ends the proof of 
Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 8. The function u and p verifv: 
+ a,(u, $I+ L2(H, $1 dt 
= (~0, It/(o)} + foT y(ti) dt 
with E(u,p)=b,u+ -b,u- +&l). 
Proof: Let us consider the equation (1) 
- Uu,), $ dt + IT (al(u,, ti) + h2(Hn9 ti)> dt 
0 
= (Eo, HO)) + joT g($) dt. 
Let n tend to infinity look carefully at the first term. From the properties 
of the sequence M,(u,), we obtain 
= lim IT (hhz), f$)dt-l[oT (,,..,,~)d~ n-m 0 
= ,i (b,u+ -b*u-, 5 
$dt-ljoT((l-p),$)dt 
Now Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 3 to 8. 
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3.3 Proof of Theorem 2 
Let us rewrite the formula (2) in the following manner. 
4H,, cp) + (nape grad H,,, grad cp) + /? 1 (H,- A) q df 
i-f 
+n2 I H,cp dT dt=Q. r- 
Setting cp = H; = sup{O, -H,), and noting that H, = H,+ - H; , we get 
T 
- 
ii 
a(H;, H; ) + (n*PE(u,) grad H; , grad H,- ) 
0 
+b j ((H,)*+RH,)dT 
I-* 
+n* 
s =- (H,)*df 
dt=O; 
since R is positive, we deduce that H; =0 and hence H,, 20. Letting 
n-r co, we obtain H>O. 
3.4. Proof of Theorem 3 
To prove Theorem 3 we need to let the parameters a and fi of the boun- 
dary conditions tend to infinity; hence we consider a new approximated 
problem: find U, and H, such that 
= 5 oT R(v) dt + (Eo, cp(O)), 24, ( z+ = u. (9) 
vcp 6 L2(0, RH’(Q)), 1’ {4H,, cp) + n’(Pi(u,,) grad H,, grad cp)> dt 
0 
+n* lz+ (H,-E, cp)dC+n2 1 H,,(pdZ=O. (10) 
z- 
Let us prove the following proposition: 
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PROPOSITION 2. If the assumptions of Theorem 3 are ver$ed, the newly 
approximated problem has a solution which verifies 
IIunII L2(O,T;H’(f2)) G CT IE,(U,)IL1-(O,T;L2~R,) 6 G 
lbnll L2(0,7-;HyQ)) G C? n II’, gradH,lL2,e,6c, n lff,-~lL~~Z~~<c 
for n large enough. The constant c does not depend on n. 
ProoJ: We use the Galerkin’s method. Let c?~ be a sequence of functions 
such that &,(t) E I’, for every t, and E;,, d&,,,/dt tend to 6, d&‘/dt in 
L*(O, T; H’(Q)) and L’(Q), respectively. The properties of d and V, allow 
the existence of such a sequence. 
Set 
U, = E,‘(&), Rm = gut on C’. 
When m -+ co, U, tends to U, = E;‘(d) in L*(C*). But since on C’, & 
does not take any value in [y, -l-y], we have ii, = u for n large enough 
(n 3 no independant of m) (Lemma 2). The function Rn, tends to qU+ = i? 
in L*(Z’) for n>nn, (in fact we have R=qu+ since R=O on C-). 
We solve the following problem: find E,, urn, H, such that: 
En, E V,, H, E L*(O, T; H’(O)), u, = E;‘(E,‘), 
vcp E v,, + a(u,, cp) + &H,, cp) 
+m2 I r? (urn-CJcpd~=R(cp)> (11) 
&,(O) = E:, 
where the sequence E11, tends to E, in L2(Q). 
‘i’cp E L’(O, T; H’(Q)), 
a(H,,,,rp)+n*(Pi(u,.)gradH,,gradrp)+n*/ (H,-Rm)cpdT=O. 
r+ 
(12) 
The proof of the existence of a solution is in general outline similar to 
that of Proposition 1. 
To prove the a priori estimates, let cp = E,,, - GL, in (11) and 
cp = H,,, - qu,+ in (12). In equation (11) integrated over (0, t) we use the 
results already obtained in Proposition 1: 
s 
f 
a(%,, E,) dz 3 c ’ a(u,, 
0 s 
urn I& 
0 
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n lp,(u,) grad H,l lwd u,I dx 
We also use 
bC s (urn - kJ2 dr r+
Then, denoting /I. I( the norm in L*(O, T; H’(a)), we obtain: 
Cl IlJ%II~~(o,T:L~(i2)) +c2 Iluml12+c~2 II~,--mllL2(zi) 
Gc+c3 lIH,lI II4 +c3n IJ’,(GJ gradH,ILm lI4. (13) 
In (12) we have P,(u,) grad qu, + = 0 and from the properties of q we get: 
n2 s (ff, - PC NH, - qu,+ 1 dr r* 
=?l 
2 
jr* (H, - vi,+ )* dr+ n2 Irk (H, - clu,‘) dr 
2 en2 
$ 
r+- (H,-qu,+)2dT-cs2n2 [ (U+-u,‘)*dT, 
r* 
where s = max{ 14 LzcRj, Igrad qlLz~d 
Hence the relation (12) yields: 
I/ffmI12+~2 lP,(u,) gradH,12,2cQ,+cn2 lHm-qimf/~2~Zi-~ 
< cs2n2 124,’ --u,flf,2(,i)+c IWmll IlP,‘II. (14) 
From the properties of q, it is clear that Ilqu,‘/I < cs IIu,,,II. 
Set X the vector of components IIKAILyo,r;L+2))~ II4Il, 
n lf’,(uJ grad H,l L2(p)7 llH,ll and let A be the matrix: 
A= 
Cl 0 0 0 
0 CT 
c3 + cm 
c2 -z -- 
2 2 
0 c3 . 
2 
a 0 
0 C) + cm 
---j--- 0 a 
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We multiply (14) by c1 >O, add (13) and take (15) into account, thus we 
obtain: 
The matrix A is positive definite for s = 0 (just take CI large enough). 
Hence it is the same for s not too large (S 6 c, c > 0). Then we obtain the a 
priori estimates of propostion 2. Let them m + co. We can extract sub- 
sequences till denoted H,, U, (resp. E,) which converge to H,,, u,, (resp. 
E,) weakly in L2(0, T; H’(Q)), (resp. weakly star in L”(0, c L2(Q)). The 
relation (16) also proves that U, = 11 on Z’. 
We obtain thus the estimates of proposition 2 except the estimate for 
P,(u,) grad H,,,. To obtain it, we prove that E, tends to E, almost 
everywhere in Q and we follow the same method as in Proposition 1. 
Let us define the sequence &,, by 
As E,,,* = c?,=*, the sequence E, converges strongly in L2(0, T; H’(Q)). 
By integrating the equation (11) over (0, t) and letting cp = rp,,, = E, - &,,, 
we obtain, with the same notations qM and J& of Proposition 1: 
(E,,, - E,, E,,, - E,) + m2 Sf : =+ (u,-U,)(E,-&)dtdf 
= - 4%l(th 44 - h%(t), cp,) 
The right-hand term of this expression tends to zero. The first two terms of 
the left-hand side being positive, we deduce that lim, ~ m 1 E, - ,!?,,J L~CQj = 0. 
This proves that E,,, tends to E, in L2(Q) and almost everywhere. We con- 
clude the proof as in proposition 1. 
The end of the proof of Theorem 3 is similar to the end of the proof 
Theorem 1. Only Lemmas 5 and 8 must be modified. 
LEMMA 5 bis. The H function verifies: 
Vtp~Vg(Q+,j’a(H,rp)dt=O, 
0 
HIC+=R, HIZ-=O. 
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Proof: The a priori estimates of Proposition 2 give Hlrk = R. The end 
of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 8 bis. The p and u functions verify: 
= (E(u,, ho)> NO)) +jr R(ti) dt 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. It is exactly the same as for Theorem 3. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The notion of free surface (the isotherm OOC), which seems simple and 
sufficient to describe the physical problem, is in fact not suitable for 
describing the thermal and hydraulic aspects of soil freezing. Sets Q+ and 
F- are more convenient: Q + is the set where the water-diffusion equation 
is valid; it is also the zone where the water content is equal to 1 and a 
region where no phase change occurs. The temperature is positive or zero 
there. The set F- = C Q+ is the zone where there may occur a phase change 
and where there may be ice. The temperature is negative or zero there. In 
the part of F- where the temperature is zero, there may occur phase 
change. In the part of F- where the temperature is strictly negative, the 
water content is zero and there is no phase change. 
It should be emphasized that to describe such problem it is better to 
introduce the zone where the diffusion equation is valid (p = 1) rather than 
the zone where temperature is positive or zero. We note also that the 
model is well adapted to freezing. We have few physical results to describe 
the thaw. However, if we want to keep the same model, it is necessary to 
suppose that the depression d is a function of t, rapidly decreasing as soon 
as the surface temperature begins to increase [5]. 
Theorems 1 to 4 are still valid if we make the necessary simple 
assumptions on d(t). 
An other way to describe the physical model is to assume that in the 
frozen zone, dH/dt = 0 with the initial condition H(0) = 0 instead of H = 0 
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everywhere in the frozen zone. It turns out that this formulation is weaker 
because the formal equivalence of these two conditions is not always true, 
for instance, during a heating period. 
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